Many software projects today are based on the integration of independently designed software components that are acquired on the market, rather than developed within the project itself. A component standard, or integration architecture, is a set of design rules meant to ensure that such components can be integrated in defined ways without undue effort. The rules of a component standard define, among other things, component interoperability and composition mechanisms. Understanding the properties of such mechanisms and interactions between them is important for the successful development and integration of software components, as well as for the evolution of component standards. This paper presents a rigorous analysis of two such mechanisms: component aggregation and dynamic interface negotiation, which were first introduced in Microsoft's Component Object Model (COM). We show that interface negotiation does not function properly within COM aggregation boundaries. In particular, interface negotiation generally cannot be used to determine the identity and set of capabilities of aggregated components. This complicates integration within aggregates. We provide a mediator-based example, and show that the problem is in the sharing of interfaces inherent in COM aggregation.
Introduction
In order to reduce overall development costs, many software projects today are based on the integration of independently designed software components that are acquired on the market, rather than developed within the project itself. The interoperability of independently designed components is ensured by designing and using them according to the rules of a component standard or component integration architecture. Such a standard is a set of design rules meant to guarantee that independently designed components can be integrated in defined ways without undue effort. Examples of component standards are Microsoft's COM [2, 5, 9, 13, 16 ], Sun's JavaBeans [4] and the CORBA object model [15] .
Collectively, the rules of a component standard define a number of component instantiation, interoperation, composition, lifetime control, and other structures and mechanisms. Some of these mechanisms must be implemented by all compliant components; others are optional. In order to use the mechanisms defined by a component standard correctly and to their full extent, designers must have good understanding of the properties of individual mechanisms and of possible interference that may occur if several mechanisms are used in combination.
In this paper we identify and analyze a conflict between two important component design mechanisms: dynamic interface negotiation and component aggregation 1 . These mechanisms were first introduced in Microsoft's Component Object Model (COM), a standard that is now widely adopted by numerous software component vendors. COM provides the basis for higher-level standards: OLE [1] and ActiveX [25] , the Distributed InterNet Applications Architecture (DNA) [14] and COM+ [10] . COM is supported on all Microsoft Windows platforms, Apple's Macintosh, IBM's MVS, and some UNIX systems. Demand for COM components is estimated by Giga Information Group to be $410 million in 1997, with a projected 65 percent annual growth rate leading to a $3 billion market by 2001 [12] .
The importance of the interface negotiation and aggregation mechanisms defined in COM extends beyond COM components per se. Rather, dynamic interface negotiation and component aggregation can be seen as general mechanisms for component-based software design. For example, the designers of Netscape's Mozilla web browser incorporated versions of these mechanisms into their project-specific design standard for independently developed modules [17] and plug-ins [7] .
COM interface negotiation is an introspection and interoperability mechanism. When independently developed components are composed, they might not initially know each other's capabilities. In place of fixed interfaces, the interface negotiation mechanism defines and requires components to support universally known introspection services by which support for other services can be ascertained at run-time. Clients of components use these well known services to obtain mutually agreeable interfaces to access other required services. Support for interface negotiation is an essential requirement for all COM components.
Aggregation is a component composition mechanism specifically designed for efficient composition of binary or byte-code components. It allows larger components to be built from simpler ones recursively. Much like implementation inheritance in strongly typed object-oriented languages, aggregation allows a composite component to make the interfaces of its subcomponents available to its clients with virtually no run-time performance overhead. This makes aggregation an attractive composition mechanism for binary components, for which such an overhead is otherwise hard to avoid. This paper presents three specific results. First, we identify specific undesirable interactions between interface negotiation and aggregation: interface negotiation generally cannot be used to determine the interfaces and identity of aggregated components. Second, to identify the cause and consequences of the conflict precisely, we develop a formal model of the interface negotiation and component aggregation mechanisms. Our models are based on the informal definitions of these mechanisms given in the COM specification [13] . Third, we show how the interference between the two mechanisms significantly complicates the implementation of an attractive component-based architectural style based on mediators [20, 21, 22] . The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Because the details of interface negotiation and component aggregation, as defined in COM, are intricate, Section 2 describes these mechanisms and other relevant elements of COM in informal terms. Section 3 sketches the basic problems with the two mechanisms. Section 4 presents a formal model of interface negotiation and aggregation. Section 5 derives theorems that capture precisely the problems that we found. Section 6 puts our work in context with related work. Section 7 summarizes and presents conclusions and options for future work. We include proofs of our theorems and the excerpts from the published COM specification with the definitions of interface negotiation and aggregation in the appendices.
Overview of Interface Negotiation and Aggregation in COM
Our informal description of interface negotiation and component aggregation follows the definition of these mechanisms given in the COM specification. To present the details of these mechanisms, we must first describe the basic rules of COM on which they are based.
Binary Components and their Interfaces and Implementations
COM components are binary objects: machine code and data laid out in memory and behaving in required ways according to the design rules of COM. A client of a component is any program (not necessarily a COM component) that can execute component code. To allow clients access its functions, a component implements one or more interfaces. An interface is a binary structure in the address space of a component, whose layout is defined by the rules of COM. Namely, it is a pointer to a table of pointers to functions of the component (called interface table) . Components can be implemented in any language as long as the function pointer tables can be set up. Usually the functions accessible through an interface are semantically related, e.g., they implement a single service. A spelling checking component might have an interface to check spelling, and another to manipulate an underlying dictionary. A client has no means of accessing the services of a component other than through one of its interface. This enforced separation of interface from implementation provides strong encapsulation of component implementation details.
The order, signatures and specifications of all functions that can be called through an interface are defined by the immediate type of that interface. A type may inherit from another type by extending its list of function specifications. All interface types are organized in a single inheritance hierarchy with a special type IUnknown as the root. All the ancestors of the immediate type of an interface in that hierarchy are also considered to be types of that interface. Figure 1 illustrates these ideas. Spellchecker implements interfaces of type ISpell and IDictionary, as illustrated by circles. Interface names in COM begin with the letter I by convention. The arrow from Client to ISpell indicates that Client has a pointer to the ISpell interface of Spellchecker-i.e., a pointer to a pointer maintained by Spellchecker to the table of pointers to its implementations of the ISpell interface operations. Specifications defining interface types can be written in human-readable form. COM does not require the use of a special interface definition language (IDL) for this purpose. C++ abstract class declarations, Java interfaces, and other mechanisms can be used. COM does take Microsoft's version of the Distributed Computing Environment (DCE) IDL [27] as a preferred notation. 
Figure 2. An interface specification written in IDL
Because IUnknown is the root of the interface type hierarchy, its operations are accessible through any interface. Thus, having a pointer to any interface of any component enables calls to QueryInterface, AddRef and Release. The latter two operations maintain reference counts on interfaces, enabling components to control their lifetimes and the lifetimes of individual interface tables. We do not discuss this aspect of COM further. The QueryInterface operation is our chief concern.
Dynamic Interface Negotiation and the QueryInterface Operation
QueryInterface operations are responsible for dynamic interface negotiation in COM. They allow clients to ask components for interfaces of types that clients need. Thus, in- 1 The semantics of these functions, which is also a part of the interface definition, is defined informally in p. 3.3.1 of the COM specification [13] . dependently developed components negotiate for mutually familiar protocols through which they can interact meaningfully. The universal availability of QueryInterface, as guaranteed by the requirement that all interfaces have IUnknown as one of their types, is the basis for bootstrapping rich interactions among COM components, even mutually unfamiliar ones designed by unrelated enterprises.
Spellchecker
Consider the example of an object cut from one application and pasted into another: e.g., a drawing from a drawing program pasted into a document managed by a word processor. The word processor has to display the drawing, save it as part of the document, etc. How does the word processor know how to manipulate an object created by another unfamiliar application?
When the drawing is pasted into the text document, the word processor is given a pointer to an interface on the object. That's enough for the word processor to use QueryInterface to ask the drawing for interfaces of types known to and usable by the word processor. If the drawing implements interfaces of those types, it returns pointers to those interfaces, giving the word processor the means to interact with it. Higher level standards such as OLE define common interface types for suites of well known services. Components can "plug-and-play" in OLE or other such frameworks by implementing key services exposed through known interface types. As a low-level component standard, COM defines the interaction mechanisms needed by these higher-level standards.
In more detail, each COM interface type has an identifier, which the COM specification somewhat misleadingly calls an "interface identifier" (IID). IIDs serve as parameters to QueryInterface, designating the types of interfaces that callers desire. QueryInterface sets its out parameter to point to an interface of the requested type on the invoked component, or to NULL if the component doesn't have an interface of that type. The return value of QueryInterface indicates whether a query succeeded in finding a requested interface. IIDs are unique with high probability, distinguishing among interface types no matter where they were developed, when, or by whom. An IID is actually a 128-bit number generated by an algorithm that is a part of the X/Open DCE standard [27] . For example, the IID of the IUnknown type is 00000000-0000-0000-C000-000000000046, and has the mnemonic name IID_IUnknown. The ability to assign IIDs in a decentralized manner allows independent designers to develop components without name clashes.
The interface negotiation mechanism implemented by QueryInterface is at the heart of the design of COM: "QueryInterface defines the component [16, p.56 ]". It is the only mechanism through which components expose interfaces to clients. We thus say that a component C exposes an interface x if either x is returned to the creator of C by a component constructor (not discussed here), or a client of C can obtain x by calling QueryInterface through another interface exposed by C. The interfaces exposed by a component are not necessarily the same as those that it implements. In particular, it can implement interfaces that it does not expose to clients, and, in the case of aggregation, as we will see, it can also expose interfaces that are actually implemented by another component.
COM's interface negotiation mechanism was designed in part to address problems in component software evolution. It was found that when components were implemented as dynamically linked libraries, linkage problems occurred when services were changed [2] . If functions that a client expected in a library were not found the result was a catastrophic failure. Requiring components to ask for interfaces and providing return values indicating whether they are available ensures that applications have the means to recover, e.g., by asking for a related service, or to fail gracefully when required services are unavailable.
Of course, requiring components to ask for interfaces doesn't help unless interface types always mean the same thing. Otherwise, a component could ask for an interface of a type expecting certain operations that, if absent or changed, would still cause an unrecoverable error. COM thus imposes a rule requiring interface types to be immutable. Once an IID is assigned, changes are prohibited. Changing an interface type results in a new type, for which a new IID must be assigned.
Components often expose variants of a service through multiple interfaces. Thus IPersist and IPersist2 are OLE types that provide component persistence services. An old client of a component that supports the new interface can continue to query the component for the old interface. If successful, the client uses the old service. If not, the client degrades gracefully, e.g., by notifying the user of a problem. The client always has the ability to remain in control, never mistaking an incompatibly altered interface for one it expects.
Properties of Correct QueryInterface Implementations
COM imposes several rules on how QueryInterface must behave. These rules provide for sensible behavior in interface negotiation. They also provide the basis for component identity in COM. We address these issues in turn.
Time-invariance and Reachability
The QueryInterface operations on a component are the means by which its clients find out whether it supports a given service. As such, these operations should always give the same answer when asked whether a component exposes an interface of a given type. Correct QueryInterface operations won't confuse clients by returning different success values for different queries for the same interface type on a given component: A COM component either supports a given interface type or it does not. COM thus imposes design rules that require implementations of QueryInterface to have what we will call reachability and time-invariance properties. By time-invariance, we mean that the set of interface types that a component exposes through QueryInterface does not change at run-time. By reachability, we mean that if a component exposes a given type of interface, that type of interface should be accessible from any interface on the component. With an exception discussed in a moment, QueryInterface operations do not have to return the same pointer values for all successful queries for a given IID. This flexibility lets components manage memory for function pointer tables efficiently.
COM Component Identity
The interface negotiation mechanism serves an additional purpose in COM: It is used to define component identity. Clients communicate with components only through interfaces. There are often several interfaces on a given component. Clients thus need a way to tell components apart. To meet this need, COM imposes a rule requiring that calls to QueryInterface succeed and return the same pointer value whenever queried for IID_IUnknown. This is the exception to the rule given above. Two interfaces belong to the same component if and only if the pointers returned by calls to QueryInterface on these interfaces for IID_IUnknown are equal. We show below how this approach is compromised when components are aggregated. One problem with containment is that it adds overhead. Suppose that the designers of Spellchecker want to add support for persistence so that user-defined words are not lost after each session. Spellchecker might thus expose an ISave interface. Saving the spell checker state means saving its dictionary, so ISave on Spellchecker could forward calls on ISave to ISave on Dictionary (Figure 3b ). Although adding no new functionality, this design incurs overhead in function calls and memory for a new interface table. While negligible in this example, it could be more significant if there were more layers of forwarding.
Aggregation
Aggregation provides an approach that avoids this overhead in cases where the outer component has a pointer to an interface of an inner component, the outer exposes an interface of the same type, and its implementation forwards calls to the inner interface. In such cases, the outer component could just expose directly to its clients its pointer to the inner interface, representing it as a pointer to its own interface of the same type.
An inner component is thus said to be aggregated if an outer component exposes pointers to one or more of its (inner) interfaces. See Figure 4a . To be aggregatable a component must be designed for it. In particular, QueryInterface operations must work correctly on interfaces of the outer component: interfaces exposed by the outer must only return interfaces on the outer component. Otherwise clients of the outer would observe a component that does not follow the reachability rule of COM interface negotiation, in violation of the standard.
Thus, additional design rules are needed to make COM components compose under aggregation. To illustrate the issue, suppose that Spellchecker aggregates Dictionary, exposing its ISave interface ( Figure 4 ). Suppose a Spellchecker client has a pointer to that interface. What could happen if the client queried ISave for ISpell? Because ISave is an interface on Spellchecker, the query should return ISpell on Spellchecker; but ISave is an interface obtained from Dictionary. In a naïve implementation, the ISave interface will be unable to return a pointer to ISpell, making ISpell on Spellchecker unreachable from an interface on Dictionary (Figure 4a ).
That kind of failure cannot be allowed. The solution is a requirement that (with one exception) inner interfaces delegate QueryInterface calls to outer interfaces. ISave must delegate QueryInterface to an outer interface, which knows how to return a pointer to ISpell. (See Figure 4b .)
Of course, for the outer to be able to return pointers to inner interfaces, it has to be able to obtain interfaces on the inner component, so an aggregated component is also required to expose a special interface of type IUnknown for that one purpose. This is the exception to the rule. This combination of design rules solves the QueryInterface problem as far as the clients of outer components are concerned. Here are the relevant rules of aggregation, stated informally and in terms of our example.
• At creation, Spellchecker must pass one interface, the controlling outer IUnknown, to the aggregated Dictionary. It can be any interface that Spellchecker implements.
• All Dictionary interfaces except one described next must delegate all QueryInterface calls to the controlling outer IUnknown (dotted lines in Figure 5b ). These interfaces are called delegating inner interfaces.
• The one Dictionary interface that does not delegate QueryInterface calls is called the non-delegating IUnknown. It is used by the outer component to obtain interfaces on the inner component. When the aggregate is created, the Dictionary passes a pointer to this non-delegating IUnknown to Spellchecker (short solid line in Figure 4b ). When a Spellchecker client queries an interface implemented by Spellchecker for an interface exposed by Spellchecker but implemented by Dictionary (e.g., ISave), Spellchecker forwards the query to the non-delegating IUnknown of Dictionary. Rather than delegating back to Spellchecker, this interface finds the requested interface on Dictionary and returns it to the Spellchecker, which then represents it as one of its own interfaces. In our diagrams we denote the non-delegating IUnknown interface of an aggregated component as a capped vertical line attached to the top of component box.
We note that although an interface is always implemented by exactly one component, aggregation allows several components to expose the same interface. For example, interface ISave in Figure 4b is implemented by the Dictionary component but both Spellchecker and Dictionary expose it 1 . COM does not specify a general mechanism that clients can use to determine which component actually implements a given interface. 1 According to p.6.6.2 of the COM specification (Appendix C, p.3) the constructor of an aggregated component must return the non-delegating IUnknown interface. Thus for Spellchecker, the 
Problems with Aggregation and Interface Negotiation
We now discuss problems that spring from a basic conflict between the rules for aggregation on one hand and for interface negotiation and component identity on the other. In general, the interface negotiation mechanism of COM fails to correctly discover interfaces of some types exposed by an aggregated component, and to distinguish the identities of aggregated components within the same aggregate. In the next two sections, we characterize the problem by developing a formal model of interface negotiation and aggregation. This sections describes the problem informally.
The Basic Problem with Aggregation
The following example illustrates the problem. In Figure 4b Spellchecker The problem arises because components share an interface. An interface is shared if the constructors or QueryInterface functions of several components can return a pointer to it. Should the clients of a shared interface call its QueryInterface (or any other function), they will be calling the same function.
The problem is that this kind of sharing, which is the essence of aggregation, does not work well with interface negotiation. The reachability rule of interface negotiation requires that a client with any interface be able to get interfaces of all types on a component. Thus, if you take the QueryInterface rules at face value, a holder of a shared interface should be able to obtain interfaces of all types appearing on both components. Yet, that cannot be so if an aggregator refuses to provide interfaces of some types appearing on inner components. Thus, when an aggregator hides interfaces of an inner component, QueryInterface on the delegating inner interfaces cannot work properly. Hiding inner interfaces is inconsistent with the rules for QueryInterface.
Returning to our example, we find that the inner component violates the reachability rule of interface negotiation unless Spellchecker exposes an interface of each type exposed by Dictionary. In that case, queries on interfaces obtained from the inner component for types that it exposes succeed, although they may return interfaces implemented by the outer component, which is probably not what the client expects. Spellchecker could implement an IDict interface unrelated to that on Dictionary, as in Figure 5 . That would be creator and only client of Dictionary, IDict appears exposed by Dictionary. For the clients of Spellchecker IDict appears exposed by Spellchecker.
sufficient to ensure that calls to QueryInterface of the delegating interfaces of the inner component do succeed as required, although, in general, they won't produce sensible results. It is strange that the correct behavior of the interface negotiation mechanism on an inner component should depend on an outer one exposing not the actual interfaces of the inner component but only interfaces of those types. This is a strange and almost certainly unintended consequence of the rules of interface negotiation and aggregation. Alternatively, the designer of an aggregate can ignore the fact that an aggregated component doesn't follow the rules of interface negotiation. The problem is manifested only inside the aggregate. In many cases, the only other client of the inner is the outer, which can regard the inner "component" as an implementation detail. Aggregation is typically used this way. It was only when Socha, a developer and the third author of this paper, proposed to use mediators [20, 21, 22] within aggregates in the architecture of a multimedia authoring system that the depth of the problems became clear. It was an aggressive application of the two mechanisms in an attempt to gain competitive advantage that revealed hidden design difficulties.
Analysis of the Mediator-Based Architectural Style
The Herman multimedia authoring system as originally envisioned by Socha would permit its users to compose new multimedia COM components out of existing ones by packaging mediated systems of components as COM aggregates, in the style illustrated in Figure 6 . The design assumed that mediators and multimedia components would rely solely on the interface negotiation mechanism of COM to discover the capabilities and use the services of each other. The COM rules do not prohibit the use of aggregation to encapsulate a system of communicating components as a new component, but, as we discovered, the conflict between aggregation and interface negotiation leads to problems that cannot be ignored. Our analysis [24] showed the infeasibility of the proposed style and persuaded Socha to replace aggregation with a simpler but less efficient compositional mechanism of containment.
To make the problems clear, consider what happened when we pursued the proposed mediator architectural style. Suppose that a designer tries to compose a Persistent Bitmap 
Spellchecker
IDict component, using a mediator to integrate Bitmap and File components purchased in the market (see Figure 6 ). A Persistent Bitmap is a bitmap that can be loaded from and saved to a file and displayed in several styles on the screen. Redrawing bitmaps must be as fast as possible, so Bitmap is aggregated and its IDraw interface is exposed to clients of the aggregate. Clients use the IPersistFile interface of File to request loading or saving the bitmap. Upon a request or when the file changes on disk, File notifies the mediator, which sends or receives the bitmap data to or from File through its IData interface, perhaps using a compression algorithm. The mediator uses its interface of type IStyle to render the raw bitmap from the file. It uses Bitmap's IStyle interface to set its drawing style accordingly. 
Formal Model of Interface Negotiation and Aggregation
The conclusions that we have presented informally were not especially easy to reach. are not explicit; and the COM specification is written in an informal style that made it hard to reason about the precise meaning and implications of the rules. To be able to reason convincingly about the properties of the mechanisms of interest, we developed a mathematical model of interface negotiation and aggregation in the form of a formal specification written in Z [19] . We use Z as a convenient, reasonably well known formal specification language. Our model is based primarily on the rules of interface negotiation and aggregation given in the published COM specification. To verify the consistency of our model we used an automatic type checker and theorem prover Z/EVES [11] . To validate our model, we checked the theorems inferred from it against published works on COM, and also submitted them in a natural language form to the designers of the standard [26] , who accepted the implications that we derived.
We first model the basic concepts underlying the interface negotiation and aggregation mechanisms: components, interfaces, interface types and identifiers. Then we state axioms formalizing the QueryInterface and aggregation rules.
Interfaces
The structure of interface table is irrelevant for our analysis because the interface negotiation and aggregation mechanisms of COM never alter such tables and are defined in terms of interface pointers only. Nor do we model the nature of an interface type and the fact that interface identifiers are 128 bit numbers. We thus model interfaces, types and interface type identifiers as members of given sets in Z. A given set is a set of objects whose internal structures can be ignored. The following Z expression declares three such typed sets: one with elements of type Interface, another of type InterfaceType, and a third of type IID 1 .
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COM specification uses the term "interface" to denote both interfaces (binary structures through which clients use services of components) and their types. Our model removes the ambiguity by providing distinct abstractions for interfaces and types.
The following Z axiom models the existence of the special type IUnknown as a member of the set of interface types. It also declares that IID_IUnknown, our model of the unique identifier of the type IUnknown, is in the given set IID. 
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Because of inheritance among interface types, a COM interface generally belongs to its immediate type and all of its supertypes. An interface always has type IUnknown, as this type is in the root of the inheritance hierarchy. For simplicity we ignore the ordering that inheritance imposes over types. We model the association between interfaces and types as a many-to-many relation InterfaceTypesOf. The constraint below the line captures the COM requirement that all interfaces have type IUnknown. Viewing InterfaceTypesOf as a set of ordered interface-type pairs, the axiom states that InterfaceTypesOf contains pairs associating every element of the Interface set with the IUnknown interface type.
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Next we introduce a shorthand. We define IIDsOfInterface as a relation that maps each interface to the set of IIDs of the interfaces types that the interface satisfies. It follows that this relation will map every interface to at least the IID_IUnknown IID. This relation is just the composition of InterfaceTypesOf and IIDOfInterfaceType, which is indicated in the Z notation by the fat semi-colon in the expression below the line.
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To make the formal model defined so far concrete, consider a simple example. Suppose we have an interface dict that implements interface types IDict inheriting directly from IUnknown, and an interface save that implements the ISave interface inheriting from IDispatch, which in turn inherits from the IUnknown type. The InterfaceTypesOf relation would contains the following elements: 
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Note that InterfaceTypesOf associates every interface with at least the IUnknown type. Likewise, IIDsOfInterface relates every interface to at least the IID_IUnknown IID.
QueryInterface
The core of our model is the representation of QueryInterface as a partial function QI that, where defined, maps an interface and an IID to another interface. This mathematical structure, along with the extensions below, captures the essence of the dynamic interface negotiation mechanism of COM, whose rules define how queries made on one interface return other interfaces on the same component. See Appendix B. It takes several steps to capture the rule given there, starting with line 1. We begin with the partial function QI.
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Although QueryInterface, as defined in Appendix B, and its model, QI, have similar signatures, the correspondence is not entirely straightforward. The first argument of QI models the interface through which QueryInterface is called. It corresponds to the implicit "this" interface pointer parameter of QueryInterface. The second "argument" models the IID of the requested interface type. It corresponds to the first explicit formal parameter of QueryInterface. Where defined, the value QI(an_interface, an_iid) models the result of a call to QueryInterface made on interface an_interface for IID an_iid. QueryInterface returns a corresponding interface pointer value through its second explicit formal parameter, which is an "out" parameter. QI being undefined, i.e., where (another_interface, another_iid) ÷Ãdom QI (domain of QI), models QueryInterface returning NULL through its "out" parameter-meaning that the specified type is not available through the given interface.
Consider an example. Let isave, ispell, idict : Interface be interfaces of types ISave, ISpell and IDict, respectively (Figure 4b ). Then the statement QI(isave, IID_ISpell) = ispell means that whenever QueryInterface on interface isave is called with its first parameter (being the value modeled by) IID_ISpell, it returns in its second parameter a pointer to interface ispell. Likewise, (isave, IID_IDict)Ã÷Ãdom QI means that whenever a client calls QueryInterface of isave with IID IID_IDict, the function returns NULL.
Our model is slightly stronger than the COM specification. Modeling QueryInterface as a function implies that every call made on an interface for a given IID produces the same result. Our model does not capture the flexibility of QueryInterface to return different results on different calls. To model this aspect of QueryInterface precisely, we would have to introduce the notion of individual QueryInterface calls, which would complicate our model unnecessarily. Our theorems don't depend on this simplification in our model.
Components
The COM specification uses the term component to denote both instances and classes [13, 
COM Identity
As discussed in Section 2.3.2, the basis for component identity in COM is the requirement that any call to QueryInterface on any interface of a given component for IID_IUnknown must return the same interface (pointer). The relevant text of the COM specification is given in Appendix B, lines 2 and 3. We have modeled the distinguished interface as what we call the identity interface. We formalize the requirements that it be the return value for such a query in the following identity axiom, which says that for any component and any interface on it, querying for IID_IUnknown returns the component's identity interface.
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Combining (O1) and (O2) with the identity axiom allows us to infer immediately that
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The definition of component identity in COM is based on the following rule. Given two interfaces, they are on the same component if and only if queries for IID_IUnknown through each return the same identity interface (Appendix B, line 2). We formalize this definition of identity as a binary relation = com on model components. The axiom below the line says that two components are "COM equal" if and only if they have the same identity interface.
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Interface Negotiation
We now return to the rules of interface negotiation using QueryInterface. The rules given in the specification are somewhat complicated. We begin with one stating that a successful invocation of QueryInterface on an interface must return an interface of a type having the IID that was supplied as a parameter. The rule is given in Appendix B, line 1. We model this rule by distinguishing the subset of interfaces that abide by it. We define LegalInterfaces as a subset of the Interface set whose elements follow this rule. The expression below the line states that i is a legal interface if successfully querying it for IID d implies that the returned interface actually has IID d. That is the case if d is in the set of types to which the relation IIDsOfInterface maps the interface returned by QI.
ext we address the complexities behind interface negotiation as presented in Section 2. We said there that from any interface on a component it must be possible to get an interface of any type that the component exposes by calling QueryInterface just once. This rule is intuitive and adopted by several authoritative books [6, 25] . However, it is not the statement in the COM specification. The rules here, and in another authoritative book [16] , are given in terms of what has been called stability (Appendix B, lines 4 through 12), and in terms of reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity (Appendix B, line 13a-c).
We take the rules from the published specification. We prove as a theorem, below, that the rules imply the simplified version. However, proving that theorem requires that we correct an error in the published specification. We discuss that issue below. We now formalize the stability, reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity properties.
Stability
The stability rule requires that each call to QueryInterface on a given interface for a given IID always behave the same way: either returning an interface or NULL. In other words, a component must be such that if a call on an interface for an IID ever fails or succeeds it must always fail or always succeed, respectively. (See lines 4 to 12 of Appendix B). Modeling QueryInterface as a partial function QI captures stability in that there is either an entry in the QI relation for a given interface and IID pair, or not.
Reflexivity
COM defines reflexivity to mean that if you have a legal interface a of a type with IID IID_A, then calling QueryInterface on a for IID_A must succeed. It is not required that the returned interface be a itself, unless a happens to be the identity interface and IID_A is IID_IUnknown. The call might return another interface pointer a'. (See Figure 7) . Recall that we model QueryInterface succeeding by stating that the interface on which the call is made paired with the requested IID is in the domain of QI. Here we have not formalized the published specification's version of transitivity, however. The published rule (Appendix B, line 13c) says, informally, that if QueryInterface can get you "from here to there" and "there to somewhere else" it must be able get you "from there back to here." We call this strange property backwards transitivity. In Section 4.4, we show that backwards transitivity is not only not equivalent to transitivity, but that if you accept it as a rule, then COM interface negotiation does not guarantee that you can get from one interface on a component to another of any type exposed by the component in one QueryInterface call. Normal transitivity makes COM work as intended. Therefore, we have to assume that the published specification is in error. 
Legal Components
We now formalize component legality under the rules of interface negotiation. We say that a component is legal if all QueryInterface functions of all of its interfaces follow the COM rules for interface negotiation. We formalize the set of legal components as a subset of Component whose elements expose only interfaces legal in the sense defined by statements (Q1) -(Q4) above.
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As discussed previously, a key property of legal COM components is that their clients always find the same set of interface types on a component regardless of the interfaces through which queries are made. Thus clients don't have to chain QueryInterface calls to obtain available interfaces. This is one of the main points in the informal rules 0 -3 in Section 2, given in many COM-related publications as the rules for QueryInterface. The question arises: Are the rules of the COM specification (also presented in sources such as Inside COM [16] ) necessary to provide this property, or do the simpler rules suffice?
Our analysis shows that it is possible to simplify the published rules. We prove that for every legal component there is a set of interface types, or equivalently a set of IIDs, such that a call to QueryInterface through any interface on the component succeeds if and only if that set contains the requested IID. The following theorem shows that the set, C.iids, of a legal component C is such a set.
Theorem 1.
For every legal component C, for every interface i exposed by C, and for any interface identifier IID_A, a call to QueryInterface made through i for IID_A succeeds if and only if IID_A is in the set of IIDs of C. Formally:
That is, an interface of any type exposed by a legal component can be obtained with one call to QueryInterface through any interface of the component. The proof of this simple theorem is given in Appendix A. The complex specification appears to be unnecessary. A simpler "one-step" rule is enough to capture the intentions of the designers of the interface negotiation mechanism.
Aggregation
In this section, we present the final part of our theory: a model of COM aggregation. We model the hierarchy imposed by aggregation and the rules for interfaces of aggregated components and their QueryInterface operations: namely delegating and non-delegating inner interfaces.
First, we model hierarchy as a relation, Aggregates, on components-and not just on legal components, for reasons that should now be clear: interface negotiation might not be-have correctly on aggregated components. (See line A1 in the Z axiom below.) Although this formalization does not model the aggregation hierarchy completely, it suffices for our needs.
Second, we model the exposure by outer components of interfaces obtained from inner ones by requiring that for a component outer to aggregate another one inner, outer must expose at least one interface that inner exposes. (See line A2.) The corresponding rule of aggregation, taken from the COM specification, is given in item 5 of Appendix C.
Third, we model the non-delegating IUnknown of an aggregated component. This is the interface an outer component uses to get inner interfaces on an inner component so as to expose them to its clients. According to rule 3 of aggregation (Appendix C, item 3) an aggregated component must return this interface to the COM component constructor which, in turn, returns this interface to the aggregator. Thus, the non-delegating interface of inner is its firstInterface.
Fourth, the interface o introduced in line (A3) is the "outer IUnknown" interface that, according to rule 1 of aggregation (Appendix C, item 1), must be passed by the aggregator to the aggregated component through the constructor. 
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Finally, we model rule 6 of aggregation (Appendix C, item 6): all interfaces of an aggregated object other than its non-delegating IUnknown interface (A4) must delegate all QueryInterface calls to the "outer IUnknown" interface implemented by the outer component. We model delegation as a constraint on the QI function of each delegating inner interface. For such an inner interface i we require "its" QI function-the function obtained by fixing the first parameter of QI to be i-to be equal to the QI function of the interface o of the outer object to which calls are delegated (A5).
The only rules of aggregation not reflected in our model are rules 2 and 4 (Appendix C, items 2 and 4). Rule 2 deals with reference counting and error handling inside aggregates and rule 4 describes multi-level aggregation. Both of these issues are peripheral to our analysis of the basic conflict between interface negotiation and aggregation in COM.
Formal Analysis
We can now characterize precisely the subtle but architecturally important conflict between COM interface negotiation and COM aggregation. We present four results. First, an aggregating outer component cannot hide interfaces of aggregated inner components without making those inner components illegal. Second, all components inside an aggre-gate (legal or not) have the same identity. The significance ranges from negligible if just one component is aggregated to potentially fatal if a system of interacting components is aggregated. Third, these results flow from sharing of interfaces, which is the real essence of aggregation. Finally, the published COM specification is wrong in requiring backwards transitivity of QueryInterface operations.
Abstraction by Selective Hiding Conflicts with Aggregation
Theorem 2: Let outer be a component aggregating a component inner. If inner is a legal component, then the set of interface types exposed by outer must include the set of types exposed by inner. Formally,
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The theorem, which makes precise the problem discussed in Section 4, shows that the designer of an aggregate always faces the following dilemma:
• Design the outer so that it exposes interfaces of all the types that the aggregated inner exposes. This choice precludes abstraction by selective hiding, and also leads to a set of components that follows specification literally, but which might make little sense.
• Hide some inner interface types. This choice violates the architectural integrity of the inner components, thus vitiating the guarantees of interoperability provided by COM interface negotiation mechanism.
The second conclusion follows from the contrapositive of the theorem: if outer does not expose the interfaces of all types exposed by inner, then inner is not a legal component.
To the best of our knowledge, this conflict between COM interface negotiation and aggregation is not documented in any other description of the standard. The proof, in Appendix A, hinges on two key facts: aggregation involves sharing of interfaces, and QueryInterface has certain reachability properties, i.e., all types of interface on a component must be accessible from any interface. 
Aggregation Compromises Component Identity
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A corollary is that all components within an aggregate share COM identity. Thus, a client cannot use the identity rule of the COM interface negotiation mechanism as discussed in section 2.3.2 to find out whether interfaces that it holds belong to distinct aggregated components or to the same one. This consequence of the rules of interface negotiation and aggregation denies components within an aggregate the ability to make decisions based on the distinct component identities. This property is not made explicit in the COM specification or in many other widely published descriptions of COM. It is alluded to in Goswell's highly technical and detailed Cookbook [5] .
The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix A. In a nutshell, because QueryInterface operations on inner components delegate to interfaces of outer components, queries on an inner interfaces for IID_IUnknown return the identity IUnknown of the outer component.
Theorems 2 and 3 show that a developer who wants to build a new component as an aggregate of communicating parts cannot rely on COM interface negotiation to support the interoperation of inner components, their independent evolution, as discussed in section 2.2, or to distinguish among distinct components. Aggregation thus appears to be highly problematical for compositional design styles such as the mediator-based approach described earlier.
The Problem is in Sharing of Interfaces
Because aggregation is just a set of design rules, one might ask whether a simple change to these rules could fix the design problems that we made precise in theorems 2 and 3. Unfortunately, the following theorem suggests that the answer is no. The conflict stems from sharing of interfaces by components, which is the defining property of aggregation and the source of its performance advantage over containment. Aggregation is just a special case of sharing. The following theorem shows that theorems 2 and 3 hold for any components that share interfaces, given our model of components.
Theorem 4:
Let (outer, inner) be a pair of components that share at least one interface. Sharing an interface means that the components expose the same interface to their clients, possibly at different times. Then theorems 2 and 3 hold for the pair (outer, inner) as if outer were aggregating inner. Specifically a) if inner is a legal component, then the set of interface types exposed by outer must include the set of interface types exposed by inner, and b) outer and inner share component identity as defined in COM. Formally:
The proof is in appendix A.
Backwards Transitivity Doesn't Work
Finally, we address the issue of backwards transitivity: a requirement stated in the published specification of COM, and which has remained in that document through a number of revisions. If you read the definition of transitivity given in Appendix B, line 13c, you will see that the definition there is not exactly the one that (Q4) formalizes. As discussed earlier, it can be better described by the following informal statement: "if you can get from here to there and from there to somewhere else, then you can get from somewhere else back to here." The following Z schema formalizes this notion of "backwards transitivity".
To the best of our knowledge, the COM specification is the only published document that gives this version of the transitivity rule. Other authoritative sources including Rogerson's "Inside COM" [16] and Kindel's "The Rules of COM" [9] use the version that we give as (Q4). This disagreement was a source of some confusion to us. Should the designer of a COM component follow the published specification or one of the other documents? Or might the two versions be equivalent and define the same class of components?
The informal statements of the QueryInterface rules suggest the latter. This belief might be the reason why the two versions continue to co-exist. However, a closer examination based on our model shows that transitivity and backwards transitivity are not equivalent. The sets of interfaces and components that are legal under the definitions in the COM specification, and other authoritative sources, differ. In particular, QueryInterface as defined with "normal" transitivity satisfies the informal statements of intent. But with backwards transitivity it does not. A component implemented strictly by the rules of the COM specification can therefore "fool" clients by exposing interface types that are not accessible in one step from other interfaces on the same component. This contradiction with the stated intent lead us to conclude that the published specification is in error. To make the point concretely, we present the following counterexample, demonstrating the following: 1. transitivity and backwards transitivity are not equivalent, and 2. backwards transitivity and the other rules of interface negotiation do not suffice to ensure that the set of interface types a client finds on a component with QueryInterface is independent of the interface through which QueryInterface is called.
Consider a spellchecker SimpleSpell with three interfaces: init 0 and init of types IInit and IUnknown, and spell of types ISpell and IUnknown. The init and init 0 interfaces are used to initialize the component. spell is the identity interface. The action of QueryInterface on the interfaces of the component is given in Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 10 .
Although SimpleSpell is legal according to the rules of the published specification, it fails to expose its set of interface types coherently. Suppose that the component creation routine returns to the creator of SimpleSpell its init 0 interface. 
Summary
In summary, we have shown formally that the interface negotiation and aggregation mechanisms, as defined by COM, have strange and unexpected interactions, resulting in a loss of compositionality in architecturally significant cases. Interface negotiation does not guarantee the correct discovery of all interface types supported by an aggregated component. Also, component identity, if checked according to the identity rule of interface negotiation disappears within aggregation boundaries. These problems are serious from an architectural perspective. They show that there are circumstances under which COM does not guarantee interoperability of independently designed components. More generally, any component standard or design that adopts mechanisms of interface negotiation and aggregation matching our model would suffer from the same problems.
Related Work
Bryant and Evans [3] discuss a formalization of part of the OMG Core Object Model in Z, but they do not present the model or its consequences in detail. The authors say that the specification was meant to resolve ambiguities and inconsistencies in the standard and to ease negotiation among those defining it. It's unclear how far this work has progressed.
Houston and Josephs [8] give a more detailed Z model of the same OMG standard. Snyder [18] applies a semiformal abstract object model in an analysis of the C++ object model. His analysis reveals several problems in the design of the language and identifies cases whose behavior did not appear to be defined by the existing language definition. From a methodological perspective, our approaches are similar. The mechanisms that Snyder analyzes-inheritance, virtual functions, explicit scoping-are complex in detail, but traditional object-oriented programming constructs.
Conclusion and Future Work
We showed that there is an architecturally significant conflict between two general component integration mechanisms introduced by Microsoft's COM, dynamic interface negotiation and COM aggregation. We analyzed a conflict between the two mechanisms, proved a necessary condition of the legality of aggregated components, and traced the conflict to interface sharing. Using our results to reason about an architectural style based on mediators proposed for use in a commercial authoring tool permitted us to conclude with confidence that that style, as originally envisioned, is untenable.
Although we do not discuss workarounds here, in another paper we describe a partial solution based on additional constraints on the interfaces through which aggregated components query peers [23] . Specifically, components inside aggregates can only query each other through hidden IUnknown interfaces. Querying through any other interface allows an adversarial outer component to "confuse" the inner by returning an outer interface.
The impact to date of the design problem we found on systems of COM components is limited, insofar as the proposed mediator-based use of COM in which the problem is manifested "pushes the design envelope." It appears that most users don't encounter the problems we identified because they don't aggregate systems of interacting components. Our aggressive and novel use of COM exposed an otherwise latent problem in its design. The discovery of such latent problems and their subsequent correction in later generations of design is one of the key dynamics that drives the progress of engineering.
One option for future work would be to use our specification as a starting point in a formal exploration of the design space of component standards in the "design neighborhood" of COM. The goal would be to develop component integration architectures that provide the benefits of COM but that overcome the problems that we discovered, thereby enabling novel system architectures, such as out proposes mediator-based style.
Another direction is the analysis of properties and interactions of other key component integration mechanisms in COM. One of the most central and important is the set of COM rules for component lifetime control based on reference counting. A formal model of the reference counting rules of COM would help us verify whether that these rules ensure that components that follow them finalize and deallocate themselves when no longer referenced. Conflicts between reference counting and other mechanisms might remain.
The design of distributed COM (DCOM) [6] , which is the middleware that allows COM components to transparently communicate over the network, could also benefit from the kind of formal analysis that we have presented. The current DCOM design does not allow the outer and inner components of an aggregate reside in different address spaces. The designers of DCOM attributed the limitation to difficulties comprehending the complex interactions between aggregation and the DCOM remote component invocation approach.
The essence of component-based development is the composition of systems largely from parts that were developed and that continue to evolve independently. A fundamental distinction between component-based software design and traditional development is that no overarching systems engineering function can ensure that system elements will integrate properly. In the absence of such a function, shared technical standards become the basis for assurance that components can be integrated in defined ways without undue effort.
Such standards or component integration architectures are thus the critical foundations for viable markets in independently designed software components, the development of which has been a software engineering research objective for decades. The design of these standards, the precise definitions of the compositional assurances that they do and don't provide, the verification that their designs actually support these claims, and the evolution of these standards when design problems are found (as they inevitably will be) thus emerges as an important challenge for the software engineering research community. With this work we hope to have taken a modest but concrete and practical step toward sound engineering foundations for markets in component-based software development.
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Proof of Theorem 2
This theorem is a corollary of Theorem 4, a more general result formulated in section 6.3.
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Proof of Theorem 3
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Proof of Theorem 4
This, among other things, enables sophisticated object implementors to free individual interfaces on their objects when they are not being used, recreating them on demand (reference counting is a per-interface notion, as is explained further below). This requirement is the basis for what is called COM identity. 4 . It is required that the set of interfaces accessible on an object via QueryInterface be static, not dynamic, in the following precise sense. 1 Suppose we have a pointer to an interface 5. ISomeInterface * psome = (some function returning an ISomeInterface *); 6. where ISomeInterface derives from IUnknown. Suppose further that the following operation is attempted: 7. IOtherInterface * pother; 8. HRESULT hr; 9. hr=psome->QueryInterface(IID_IOtherInterface, &pother); //line 4 10. Then, the following must be true: 11. If hr==S_OK, then if the QueryInterface in "line 4" is attempted a second time from the same psome pointer, then S_OK must be answered again. This is independent of whether or not pother->Release was called in the interim. In short, if you can get to a pointer once, you can get to it again. 12. If hr==E_NOINTERFACE, then if the QueryInterface in line 4 is attempted a second time from the same psome pointer, then E_NOINTERFACE must be answered again. In short, if you didn't get it the first time, then you won't get it later. 13. Furthermore, QueryInterface must be reflexive, symmetric, and transitive with respect to the set of interfaces that are accessible. That is, given the above definitions, then we have the following: a. Symmetric 2 : psome->QueryInterface(IID_ISomeInterface, ...) must succeed b. Reflexive:
If in line 4, pother was successfully obtained, then pother->QueryInterface(IID_ISomeInterface, ...) must succeed.
